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World	Rankings	(2015)	

International	Monetary	Fund/World	Bank									GDP	(nominal)	 	 	 11	out	of	189	
World	Bank	 			 	 	 												Ease	of	doing	Business	 	 		4	out	of	189	
World	Economic	Forum		 	 												Global	Competiveness	 	 26	out	of	140	
Heritage	Foundation/	Wall	Street	Journal										Index	of	Economic	Freedom	 27	out	of	178	
United	Nations	Development	program	 												Human	Development	Index	 17	out	of	188	

	
	

Weather	Seasons	
&	Climate	

Climate:	Northern	Temperate	
Zone			

Seasons:	A	short	and	mild	
spring	leads	to	the	hot	summer	
months	with	July	being	the	
rainy	season.	This	is	followed	
by	a	crisp	and	usually	dry	
autumn	before	what	can	be	a	
harsh	winter.	

Timezone	:	GMT	+	9hrs	

	

	

Economic	Dash	Board	(Resources:	Statistics	Korea)	

GDP	2015	 	 	 US$	1.38	trillion	(world	rank	11th,	IMF)	
GDP	Growth	2015:						 	 2.6%	
GDP	Growth	Forecast	2016:					 2.7%	
Per	capita	income	2015:			 US$	27,195	(world	rank		28rd)	
Unemployment	rate	2015:	 3.9	%		
Population	2015:		 	 51,649,552	
Land	Area:		 	 	 100,188	km2	

Water	area:		 	 	 440,000	km2	

Coastline:		 	 	 12,607	Km	
Number	of	Islands	within	South	Korean	Waters:	3,237	
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World Rankings (2018)

Economic Dash Board (Resources: Statistics Korea)

Weather Seasons & Climate

International Monetary Fund/World Bank  GDP (nominal)  11 out of 194

World Bank  Ease of doing Business  4 out of 190

World Economic Forum Global  Competitiveness 15 out of 140

Heritage Foundation/ Wall Street Journal  Index of Economic Freedom  29 out of 186

United Nations Development program  Human Development Index  22 out of 189

The State of LTE – 4G LTE penetration  1 out of 89

* Korea is first 5G service country of the world.

GDP 2018: US$ 1.66 trillion (world rank 11th, IMF)

GDP Growth 2018: 2.7%

GDP Growth Forecast 2019: 2.1%

Per capita income 2018: US$ 30,600 (world rank 30rd)

Unemployment rate 2018: 3.8 %

Population 2018: 51.8 million (world rank 28rd)

Land Area: 100,210 km²

Water area: 440,000 km²

Coastline: 12,907 km

Number of Islands within South Korean Waters: 3,358

Climate: Northern Temperate
Zone

Seasons: A short and mild
spring leads to the hot summer
months with July being the
rainy season. This is followed
by a crisp and usually dry
autumn before what can be a
harsh winter.

Timezone : GMT + 9hrs
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National	Flag	‘Taegeukgi’	

Korea	at	a	glance	
	

outh	Korea’s	meteoric	rise	to	become	one	of	the	leading	Asian	economies	
and	its	rapid	progression	into	the	top	group	of	the	World’s	developed	

nations	tends	to	be	a	well-kept	secret	only	known	to	those	who	have	
experienced	the	drive	and	energy	of	this	small	country	at	first	hand.	

With	a	stable	and	fully	democratic	political	governance,	quadrennial	elections	for	the	National	
Assembly	and	5	year	terms	for	the	President	(Broadly	the	same	as	the	US	system)	the	current	
government	is	led	by	Madam	President	Park	Geun-hye.	
	
The	Country	is	divided	into	9	Provinces	each	with	its	own	Provincial	Government.	Central	and	all	
Provincial	Government	annual	expenditure	is	US$375	billion.	Commercial	law	is	based	on	the	North	
American	system.	Contracts	are	entered	into	and	honoured	to	the	letter.		IP	rights	are	recognised	
and	upheld	by	the	courts.	Banking	is	well	structured	but	errs	towards	low	risk	with	high	equity	cover.	
Property	is	subject	to	financial	speculation	but	the	market	has	avoided	the	excessive	“boom	bust”	
cycles	seen	in	other	developed	economies.	

S	South Korea’s meteoric rise to become one of the leading Asian 
economies and its rapid progression into the top group of the World’s 
developed nations tends to be a well-kept secret only known to those 

who have experienced the drive and energy of this small country at first hand.

Korea at a glance

With a stable and fully democratic political governance, quadrennial elections for the National
Assembly and 5 year terms for the President (Broadly the same as the US system) the current
government is led by President Moon Jae-in.

The Country is divided into 9 Provinces each with its own Provincial Government. Central and all
Provincial Government annual expenditure is US$422 billion. Commercial law is based on the North

American system. Contracts are entered into and honoured to the letter. IP rights are recognised
and upheld by the courts. Banking is well structured but errs towards low risk with high equity cover.
Property is subject to financial speculation but the market has avoided the excessive “boom bust”
cycles seen in other developed economies.
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S	
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Population Centres

Industrial Profile

Gyeonggi do 13.1mil

Seoul 9.8

Busan 3.4

Incheon 2.9

Daegu 2.5

Gwangju 1.5

Daejeon 1.5

Ulsan 1.2

•  World 7th largest exporter – Value of exports US$ 601 billion

•  World No. 1 ship building by value and completion

•  World No. 2 mobile phone producer – 295 million units (Samsung Electronics)

•  World No. 2 semi-conductor revenue by a single company (Samsung Electronics)

•  World No. 3 in semi-conductor & transistor production

•  World No. 7 production of vehicle components and all vehicle types

•  World No. 7 production of cars

•  World No. 3 Ranking for E-Government readiness

•  World No. 5 Industrial Expenditure on R&D (2018)- US$ 73 billion 

Daegu 
4.8%

Incheon 
8% Busan 

9.5%

Seoul 27.3%

Gyeonggi 
do

36.5%

Gwangju 
4.2%

Daejeon 
4.2%

Ulsan 3%

Other 
13.8%

Total Registered 2018 - 27,515
controlled by Korea Coastguard with
standard for construction and safety.

New in 2018 – 3,134
New in 2017 – 3,465

Broken down into 4 main categories:-

Motor Boat  17,963
Inflatable/RIB  2,868
PWC  5,914
Other / Sail  770 (registration for Sail only since late 2011)

The large disparity between driving licences issued and registration of leisure 
boats can be attributed to respect for the Police and controls applied by them 
to this system compared to the current lack of resources of the Coastguard. It 
is safe to assume that the number of boats currently in use is probably more 
than double the number registered.

3 year annual trend of licences issued
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Recreational	Boating	Statistics	&	Market	Development	
	

he	Government	supported	plan	to	develop	a	recreational	boating	culture	has	created	the	
fastest	growing	boating	activity	in	Asia.	Just	6	years	after	the	coastal	regions	were	opened,	
the	unprecedented	numbers	of	people	actively	involved	in	going	boating	and	the	annual	

increases	confirm	that	this	is	a	sustained	and	fast	moving	market	that	has	fully	embraced	“messing	
about	in	boats”	

Boat	Users	

Leisure	Boat	Driving	Licenses	-	Required	by	law	
for	all	boats	over	3m	in	length	and	5hp.	

Total	issued	to	date	168,618	–	Controlled	by	
Police,	written	test	with	short	interview	session.	

Licenses	issued	over	Last	3	years:-	

2012	–	14,233	
2013	–	13,973	
2014	–	13,442	
2015	–	15,059	
(data	source	Korea	Coast	Guard)	
	

Registered	Leisure	Boats	

Total	Registered	2015	-	22,760	
controlled	by	Korea	Coastguard	with	
standard	for	construction	and	safety.	

New	in	2014	–	3,446	
New	in	2015	–	4,029	
	
Broken	down	into	4	main	categories:-	
Motor	Boat	 14,255	
Inflatable/RIB		 2,612	
PWC	 	 5,325	
Other	/	Sail	 568				(registration	for	Sail	only	since	late	2011)	

The	large	disparity	between	driving	licences	issued	and	registration	of	leisure	boats	can	be	attributed	
to	respect	for	the	Police	and	controls	applied	by	them	to	this	system	compared	to	the	current	lack	of	
resources	of	the	Coastguard.	It	is	safe	to	assume	that	the	number	of	boats	currently	in	use	is	
probably	more	than	double	the	number	registered.	

T	

65%

10%

23%

3%

21%

2014 - 13,442

2015 - 15,059

2016 - 16,511

2017 - 21,595

Boat Users

Registered Leisure Boats

Recreational Boating Statistics & Market Development

The Government supported plan to develop a recreational boating culture has created the 
fastest growing boating activity in Asia. Since 2009 when the coastal regions were opened 
for recreational activity the unprecedented numbers of people actively involved in going 

boating and the annual increases confirm that this is a sustained and fast moving market that 
has fully embraced “messing about in boats”

Leisure Boat Driving Licenses - Required by 
law for all boats over 3m in length and 5hp.

Total issued to date 227,966 – Controlled by
Police, written test and boat driving.

Licenses issued over Last 3 years:-

2018 – 21,241
2017 – 21,595
2016 – 16,511
(Data Source from Korea Coast Guard)
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South Korea is an open market with 
no import restrictions. There are FTA 
arrangements with zero import duty for 

the USA, the EU and 52 Countries. Other 
countries attract 10%. Recreational Boats 
manufactured to current international 
recognized standards are accepted. In practice, 
import of leisure boats is easy, fast and without 
bureaucratic intervention.

These low barriers to market entry made it hard 
initially for domestic boat builders to compete 
with the quality and proven track record of 
imported products from established markets. 
Notwithstanding, following considerable government assistance, 
local boat building is now rapidly developing with a growing 
number of high quality, purpose built boats available showing 
modern and innovative features.
Safety and Government imposed quality standards for after sales 
service technicians are now top of the agenda to support the very 
rapid domestic market growth. In 2018, in response to anticipated 
legislation, certified training for engine repair and service 
technicians now followed by boat repair training has commenced 
by a new Government recognized organisation, EduMarine. 

Korean manufacturers of specialized high tech equipment 
with well researched and executed business plans are quickly 
establishing a presence in the international market place. 

Boats for commercial use must meet the stringent Korean Ship 
Building regulations. 

Most new imported boats are distributed by manufacturer 
appointed dealers. There is a strong and growing demand for 
used boats facilitated by Korean specialised boat brokers who 
provide a bespoke service to ensure that the buyer gets the right 
boat. Professionalism is growing with increasing emphasis on 
quality and pre and after sales customer service.

Korea is a very sophisticated consumer market with buyers 
expecting top quality products at competitive prices. Unlike 
China, Koreans prefer not to display their wealth so are more 
conservative in their buying choices. Brands and brand values are 
recognized and highly valued. Currently the highest level of boat 
purchases are in the
outboard powered, sport fishing under 10m category but there is growing interest in larger “Cruiser” motor 
boats and the rapid expansion of coastal berthing in the new marinas have created a cruising corridor from the
centre of Seoul down the West Coast - it will not be long before buyers move towards 50ft and over.
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Market	Conditions	–	The	Opportunity	

outh	Korea	is	an	open	market	with	no	
import	restrictions.	There	are	FTA	
arrangements	with	zero	import	duty	for	

both	the	USA	and	the	EU.	Other	countries	
attract	8%.	Recreational	Boats	manufactured	
to	current	international	recognized	standards	
are	accepted.	In	practice,	import	of	leisure	
boats	is	easy,	fast	and	without	bureaucratic	
intervention.	

These	low	barriers	to	market	entry	are	making	

it	hard	for	domestic	boat	builders	to	compete	with	the	quality	and	
proven	track	record	of	imported	products	from	established	markets.	
Notwithstanding	considerable	government	assistance,	local	boat	
building	has	been	slow	to	develop	and	has	low	traction	whereas	
Korean	manufacturers	of	specialized	high	tech	equipment	with	well	
researched	and	executed	business	plans	are	quickly	establishing	a	
presence	in	the	international	market	place.		

Boats	for	commercial	use	must	meet	the	Korean	Ship	Building	
regulations	and	this	can	be	a	long	and	costly	process.			

Most	imported	boats	are	distributed	by	manufacturer	appointed	dealers.	Typically,	these	are	well	
financed	and	not	afraid	of	investing	in	stock.	Professionalism	is	growing	with	increasing	recognition	
for	pre	and	after	sales	service.	

Korea	is	a	very	sophisticated	consumer	market	with	buyers	expecting	top	quality	products	at	
competitive	prices.	Unlike	China,	Koreans	prefer	not	to	display	their	wealth	so	are	more	conservative	
in	their	buying	choices.	Brands	and	brand	values	are	recognized	and	highly	valued.		

Currently	the	highest	level	of	boat	purchases	are	in	the	
outboard	powered,	sport	fishing	under	10m	category	
but	there	is	
growing	
interest	in	
larger	
“Cruiser”	
motor	

boats	and	the	rapid	expansion	of	coastal	berthing	in	the	
new	marinas	have	created	a	cruising	corridor	from	the	
centre	of	Seoul	down	the	West	Coast	-	it	will	not	be	long	
before	buyers	move	towards	50ft	and	over.	

S	

ARA	Water	way	connecting	Yellow	Sea	to	Han	River	

Ara	Marina	–	GImpo	City,	Gyeonggi	Province	

Jeongok	Marina	–	Hwaseong	City,	Gyeonggi	Province	

Seoul	Marina,	Han	River	

Seoul	

Ara	
Marina	

Incheon	
Intl	Airport	
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Market Conditions - The Opportunity

Seoul Marina, Seoul

Ara Marina - Gimpo, Gyeonggi do

Jeongok Marina – Hwaseong 
Gyeonggi do

The National Marina Development Plan - status 2018

A central Government sponsored plan launched in 2010 for the development of 39 marinas.
Subsequently amended in 2017 the plan now covers 39 developments to be completed by 2020

So far 32 new marinas have been completed, 7 are developing or under construction.
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The	New	Hub	of	Boating	Activity	

Jeongok	Port	in	Hwaseong	City	has	changed	from	a	small	fishing	harbour	into	a	modern	200	berth	
location	with	top	facilities	for	boating	now	including	a	new	club	house	acclaimed	by	the	World’s	top	
sailors	competing	in	our	Match	Race	series	as	“Amazing,	Spectacular,	Fantastic”.	Gyoenggi	Bay	will	
form	the	hub	for	the	best	yachting	and	boating	location	with	Jebu	Marina	adding	another	300	berths	
to	provide	the	largest	and	best	equipped	combined	facilities	in	Korea.	

	

	 	
1.	Jeongok	Marina	
Moorings	for	200	yachts	(completed	in	2011)	
Main	facilities:	Marina	and	supporting	facilities,	
pleasure	boat	pier,	marine	park,	aquatic	leisure	
facilities.	

2.	Jebu	Marina	
Moorings	for	300	yachts	(To	be	completed	in	2017)	
Main	facilities:	Marina	and	supporting	facilities,	
indoor/outdoor	marine	recreation	center,	marine	zoo	
and	botanical	garden,	observation	deck.	

	 	
3.	Helgot	Marina	
Moorings	for	300	yachts	(To	be	completed	in	2020)	
Main	facilities:	Marina	and	supporting	facilities,	sea	
world,	theme	park,	accommodations,	fishing	site,	
shopping	mall.	

4.	Ansan	Marina	
Moorings	for	300	yachts	(To	be	completed	in	2019)	
Main	facilities:	Marina	and	supporting	facilities,	
accommodations,	auto	camping	site,	oceanic	swimming	
pool,	fishing	site.	

	

Ara Marina

Ansan Marina

4. Ara Marina(Gimpo)
Moorings for 192 yachts(completed in 2012)
Main facilities: Marina and supporting facilities, 
petrol station pleasure boat pier, accommodations, 
premium outlet.

2. Jebu Marina(Hwaseong)
Moorings for 300 yachts (To be completed in 2020)
Main facilities: Marina and supporting facilities,
indoor/outdoor marine recreation center, marine zoo
and botanical garden, observation deck.

3. Ansan Marina(Ansan)
Moorings for 300 yachts (To be completed in 
2021)
Main facilities: Marina and supporting facilities,
accommodations, auto camping site, oceanic 
swimming pool, fishing site.

1. Jeongok Marina(Hwaseong)
Moorings for 200 yachts (completed in 2011)
Main facilities: Marina and supporting facilities,
pleasure boat pier, marine park, aquatic leisure
facilities.

The New Hub of Boating Activity
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Jeongok Port in Hwaseong City has changed from a small fishing harbour into a modern 250 
berth marina with dry storage ashore for a further 400 Boats and a growing café culture making it 
a weekend leisure destination. Gyoenggi Bay offering abundant sea angling has become  the hub 
for the best boating location with Jebu Marina adding another 300 berths to provide the largest 
and best equipped combined facilities in Korea.

Korea International Boat Show and Korea Fishing Show 2020

The 2019 editions of the Fishing and the Boat Show attracted a total of 100,000 public visitors.  The 
Show Organisation for the combined 2020 Boating and Leisure Fishing  event are confident and 
excited that the Show date in March will generate increased pre season interest, encourage more 
visitors with the wider show offering and bring together closely connected marine leisure activities 
with significant benefits to develop the marketfor both sectors.
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Venue	

KINTEX	(Korea	International	Exhibition	Centre).	Halls	3-4-5,	Ara	Marina	(On	Water	Show)	
Gyeonggi	Province	(Greater	Seoul),	Korea.	

	

	

A	Great	Response	from	International	Industry	Experts	

	

	

	 	

Location	

Ara Marina

20min

PRETECH
Cables and Controls

PRETECH
MARINE

Venue

KIBS International partners

Mike Derrett 
IBI Asia Correspondent  2019
www.ibinews.com

“The overall reduction in tension between North and South 
Korea over recent years has meant that most of the coastline 
in the South is now available and being used for boating. 
Rules and regulations for the use of a leisure boat are also 
very transparent, which has given a green light for the rapid 
development of boating. There is strong potential for small and 
medium-sized boats with associated equipment and services, 
likely to pick up fast given better economic news. Government 
plans to provide further support for a network of marinas which 
have been in place for 10 years is a key driver for the future 
growth of the industry”

KINTEX (Korea International Exhibition Centre). Halls 3-4-5, Ara Marina (On Water Show)
Gyeonggi Province (Greater Seoul), Korea.

*Korea Fishing Show 2020 : KINTEX Halls 1-2

KIBS has a long standing tradition established at our first event  in 2008 of working in 
partnership through MOU’s with the Industries leading National Boating and Boat Show 
Organisations for the mutual benefit of our combined interests to increase Nation to Nation 
business, maintain the highest standards and to create lasting friendships.
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The	KIBS	Gallery	featuring	KIBS	2016	
	
In	just	9	editions	KIBS	has	grown	to	become	one	of	the	3	leading	boat	shows	is	Asia	alongside	Dubai	
and	Shanghai.	At	KIBS	we	do	business	–	40,694		visitors	–	1,565	booths	from	27	countries	–	The	total	
of	all	orders	taken	was	US$212	million,	a	new	record!	

KIBS	2016	Figures	
	 	

	 	

	 	

	

Exhibitors		

253	

Exhibition	Space	

(gross	sqm)	

32,157	

	

22500	
Booths		

1,565	

Visitors		

40,694	

Countries	
Participating		

27	

Business	
Effect	

	212	
(Million	Dollar)	

	

KIBS 2020 Show dates
Dual Event Korea Fishing Show : March 13th to 15th(3 days Fri to Sun)

The KIBS Gallery featuring KIBS 2019

KIBS 2019 Figures

1,550

263
28

40,851

Indoor
Exhibition 

Space
(gross sqm)

32,157

Exhibition 
and Oversea 

Buyers

393

In just 12 editions KIBS has grown to become one of the 3 leading boat shows is Asia alongside 
Dubai and China. At KIBS we do business – 40,851 visitors - 1,550 booths from 28 countries.
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Photo Gallery (KIBS 2019)

Corporation Products

Tel : +82-31-763-8178
www.prethchco.com

Pretech Marine has been the leading manufacturer and supplier of 
Steering Systems, Control Cables, Control Levers and Accessories 
for over 25 years. Currently, there are over 40 global distributors 
supplying Pretech Marine's product in every corner of the world. 
Pretech Marine is exhibiting Rotary Steering System, Engine Cable, 
Control Lever, Bluetooth Wireless Marine Speaker at the boat 
show.

ROTARY STEERING SYSTEM IS COMPOSED OF ROTARY HELM AND 
STEERING CABLE. BOATER CAN CONTROL THE BOAT BY TWIRLING THE 
ROTARY HELM.

PRETECH MARINE
AUCEAN IS THE FIRST HIGH-QUALITY, INTEGRATED LED LIGHT 
AND MARINE SPEAKER SYSTEM, AND IT FEATURES BLUETOOTH 
CONNECTIVITY TO MAXIMIZE YOUR ONBOARD EXPERIENCE.

Tel : +82-70-8620-8032
www.hyundai-seasall.com

New Thinking, New Possibilities.
We start with the venture company of Hyundai-Kia Motors in 2007, 
and established the independent corporation, Hyundai SeasAll in 
2009. With the world's 4th largest automobile producer(Hyundai-
Kia Motors) behind us, we have access to one of the best 
engineering terms on the planet. We benefit from their expertise 
and our base engines are a results of their work. We develop 5 base 
inboard diesel engines in 24 differnt versions from 125 horsepower 
to 500 horsepower. We are always committed to expanding our 
global network to serve the varied needs of customers worldwide. 
Considering our solid business foundation and already exponential 
growth, we fully expect to become one of the world's leading 
marine engine manufacturers in the near future.

H380 - 
380PS(280kW) 
- 10 Liter In-

Line 6 cylinder 
Engine

We have added marine expertise to automobile engines built by Hyundai 
which has long been viewed as the world's leader in high-quality engine 
manufacturing. Because Hyundai's original design technology has already 
been proven in the automobile industry, we can confidently venture out to 
all seas around the world.

Hyundai SeasAll

Tel : +82-32-563-0291
www.djimtech.com

Dong-jin I.M.Tech Company (DJ PUMP) has manufactured engine 
cooling pumps, electro magnetic clutch pumps and strainers for 
seawater and fuel systems since the company was found in 1980.
Our engineering knowledge, development of new technology and 
many years of manufacturing experience has earned us an excellent 
reputation of quality and reliability.

DJ PUMP

Tel : +82-51-311-4167
www.bspp.co.kr

BaekSan Propeller Co., Ltd. does the constant R&D activity and 
keeps investing in the equipment to provide the customers with the 
better quality aluminum propellers. We provide our customers with 
good service and share the technical information. We have our goal 
oriented to what our customers want.

BS.PRO propellers which are well designed based on fluid dynamics and 
by CAD/CAM are the replacement propellers for the genuine propellers. 
In order to endure the tough conditions under sea and fresh water, we 
developed special aluminum alloy, and we acquired some patents on the 
materials and the casting techniques. We use investment casting to realize 
the finer grains inside the materials.

Baeksan Propeller 
Co.,Ltd.

 Tel : +82-31-8059-2833
www.sppolymer.co.kr

Starting with materials for processing related to prototypes, we are 
now supplying a variety of industrial materials, including aircraft, 
yachts, and other composite materials, and we are expanding our 
business area to enable further processing.

Kayak,Fishing 
Boat,Rowing 

Boat

Developed products are applied vacuum (infusion) molding method to 
produce high quality and low cost water leisure products by reducing 
weight and increasing strength.

SEPOONG POLYMER

Tel : +82-55-760-5520
www.d-i.co.kr

D-I INDUSTRIAL Co., Ltd. is the leading manufacturer of marine 
transmission, marine steering system and power take-off in South Korea. 
South Korea has the long coastline, thousands of islands and ten thousands 
of vessels. This geographic condition becomes the nutrient on which Korean 
maritime industry has been developed to the extent of world-level industry 
in the viewpoint of technology and scale. In this environment, D-I launched 
its entity by manufacturing hydraulic marine transmission having the motto 
of BETTER AND BETTER PRODUCTS FOR THE FULL SATISFACTION OF 
CUSTOMERS IN ANY SEA"
What we had thought and practiced for last decade is how to realize our 
motto. As a result, D-I is receiving the reputation from Korean customers 
as the most reliable company in the market of marine transmission and 
steering system, and thanks to and based on this reputation, D-I has grown 
to the biggest manufacturer and supplier in domestic market. In case of 
marine transmission, Korean major manufacturers of marine engine such 
as INFRA CORE (former DAEWOO Heavy Industries, Ltd.), and HYUNDAI 
Marine Co.'s are selecting D-I marine transmission for their engines. And 
the local authorized distributors of major marine engine like Cummins, 
Volvo Penta, Caterpillar, Scania and John Deer are also selecting D-I marine 
transmission as the best option of marine transmission for their engines. 
D-I has been enlarging its scale up to worldwide level and supplying its 
products to more than 50 Countries.
D-I will keep continually its motto toward the customers with unceasing 
self-renovation and challenge. D-I deeply hopes it could be the best 
supporter and friend to the people who love SEA and Vessels in every where.

Marine 
Transmission

D-I INDUSTRIAL 
Co., Ltd.

Steering 
Systme

Tel : +82-61-462-7004
www.vinssen.com

VINSSEN Co.,Ltd. was founded in 2017, VINSSEN is developing 
technology development and infrastructure for maintaining 
exclusive competitiveness on the target market with the high 
quality interior of the super yacht market. Through our interior 
shop management, we collaborate with overseas famous design 
teams and have the process and technology to implement at the 
site from design to finished goods.
Currently, we are in the process of designing and manufacturing 
the interior of the 130FT super yacht cabin under construction 
in the country, and by accepting orders such as interior turns for 
yacht installation chairperson, multipurpose fishery instruction 
ship etc. I am doing it.
In the domestic market, there are no companies with advanced 
yacht interior results, and I think that if we carry out our domestic 
and overseas achievements through ongoing publicity at the 
present moment, I think that we can anticipate a position that is 
independent.

Boat and Yacht Interior Design and Outfitting Work 

VINSSEN

Directory of Korea's Major Marine Companies
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Corporation Products

Tel : +82-2-511-2244
www.ionslab.co.kr

IONSLAB CO., LTD. is emerging as technological leader in the metal-
air fuel cell industry & new and renewal energy system. We are sure 
that our new innovative technology will contribute the growth of boat 
industry and we will also suggest you a new alternative for many 
environmental problems rising in the future.

CELLION-10

CELLION-10 AS a metal-air battery is a new and innovative battery 
featuring an air-electrode that breathes oxygen from ambient air and 
that is to oxidize the metal magnesium fuel containing in an electrolyte 
and resulting in producing ENERGY. By replacing the metal plates with 
electrolyte(seawater) enables a metal-air battery to re-produce energy 
constantly.

IONSLAB CO., LTD.

Tel : +82-51-831-6880
www.dtec.co.kr

DTEC provide the top quality of craftsmanship in aluminum 
boatbuilding and also have boat design experience in many years. 
Furthermore, in order to discover future business opportunities, we 
are cooperating with SEALEGS NEW ZEALAND that is famous of 
amphibious boat.

Center Console Fishing Boat

DTEC

Tel : +82-52-223-0591
www.scotra.co.kr

SCOTRA CO., LTD. established in 2007 has developed new-type water 
floating system and manufactured it. SCOTRA CO., LTD. producing 
everything on the water such as marina, pontoon bridge and special 
purpose pontoons will exhibit various floating
system multiroom float, general float.

Multi-room 
float

Multi-room float which is composed of 9 isolated rooms to maintain 
superior stability and durability and is equipped with non-slip pad to secure 
safety of pedestrian.

Scotra Co., Ltd. General float
General float General float features easy installation, reasonable price, 
convenient maintenance, superior coherence and non-slip pad.

Tel : +82-55-338-1640
www.seafirst.co.kr

SEAFIRST ENGINEERING COMPANY has been designing, manufacturing and 
supplying hydraulic steering systems to the world since 2003. Our experience, know-
how, and expertise in developing a new technology have made SEAFIRST the leader 
and the foremost company in Korea, who has market share 90% (Outboard hydraulic 
steering) in Korea. To provide customers worldwide with the finest hydraulic steering 
equipment available, our company is dedicated in our endless effort to develop 
products that will become the mainstay of marine steering systems.

Hydraulic Steering for outboard
Hydraulic Steering for Stern drive
Hydraulic Steering for inboard

SEAFIRST

Tel : 82-10-2667-6992
www.roboats.kr

The Roboats Animation was exhibited and promoted in 2016 at the Frace-Anncey 
Animation Festival and Mipcom, and is being supported by the Korean Culture 
Contents Agency from 2017 and Yeongdeok-gun in Gyeongsangbuk-do, and is being 
co-produced with BEEPROD in France from 2018. It is scheduled to be broadcast in 
France in 2019, and is being discussed in Korea.
The company is carrying out various boat-related projects including the Roboats 
Experience Center in Yeongdeok-gun, Gyeongsangbuk-do. The Roboats Research 
Center is located in Seoul Partners House, Hannam-dong, Seoul.

It is necessary to develop a new educational paradigm and education 
contents due to the 4th industrial revolution, and the importance of 
second foreign language education is becoming more important for the 
globalization.
In addition, it is in co-development with CANOPE, a French educational 
institution, to enable self-directed learning through our education projet 
(called kids’ cafe) and games and platforms that take mobility into 
consideration, such as mobile and tablet, in terms of foreign language 
education for young children

Roboats

Tel : +82-51-315-5487
www.daehwa.biz

Based on technology which has had steadily and creative spirit as the 
leader in DC motor pump industry for the past 20 years, DAEHWA 
ELECTRIC CO., LTD., is leading the domestic pump industry 
and is moving forward step to become the center of the world's 
pump industry in the future. Our goal is to have the technological 
competitiveness through constant research and development. 
Futhermore, we will be a company recognized as technology 
and quality through continuous cretive spirit. Currently, we are 
manufacturing a wide range of products such as submersible water 
pump, fuel and oil transferring pump, air pumps.  We will continue 
to be not complacent and will do our best to deliver a variety of high 
quality and high effciency products through constant research and 
experiment.

Fuel 
transferring 

pump

Fuel transferring pump : This pump has a self-priming for transferring 
liquid such as diesel and petroleum.

DAEHWA ELECTRIC 
CO., LTD.

Oil 
transferring 

pump

Oil transferring pump 1)This pump uses vane impeller or flexible impeller 
available for self-priming. 2)It is suitable for transferring highly viscous 
fluid such as engine oil.

Tel : +82-31-447-7977
www.nextfloat.net

NEXT CO., LTD is leading best modular pontoon manufacturing 
company in Korea. With NEXT FLOAT, it can be used to construct 
floating bridge, dock, marina, platform, stage and any other 
water related floating structures. NEXT CO., LTD is not only just 
manufacturing NEXT FLOAT, but we also offer total marina projects 
from designing, constructing, and even follow-up consulting.

NEXT Float can be able to extend both vertically and horizontally in any size 
and shape. It has more than buoyancy of 90kg per each piece, and able to 
hold more than 2 Tons of tensile weight per each connecting hooks. NEXT 
Float has been certified its well-made durability and performance over the 
year.NEXT CO.,LTD

Tel : +82-55-832-0633
www.daedongmarine.co.kr

DMT engines are developed and produced by Hyundai Motor Co. 
and Daedong Marine Tech. Daedong supply diesel engine and 
generator for land and sea to all industrial sections (small boat, 
leisure boat and boat of public office). DMT diesel engines are 
wellmatched engine to the period of " Low Carbon Green Growth" 
and environment-freindly. Daedong has development department 
and cooperated with national university to develop new products. 
And Daedong is doing positive invest and interest to supply high 
quality products to domestic and international markets. Especially 
one item is patenting at now. DMT engines are suitable for high 
oil price periods. Daedong will devote continuously for the highest 
customer satisfaction.

DD6CC
(500

-
550PS2000RPM)

DAEDONGMARINE 
TECH

Tel : +82-43-652-4116
www.carinaboat.com

Based on abundant experiences of manufacturing and know-
how related to business of boat manufacturing, we especially 
manufacture in tailor-made forms of our main production items 
of combination (RIB) boats, rubber boats, leisure sport boats and 
supplies as 100% domestic production company in field of maritime 
leisure business.

We display a COMBIBOAT (RIB650/RIB550 and RIB620/RIB530/RIB480) on 
the 2015 Gyeonggi International Boat Show developed by domestic public 
law. We can expect the enjoyment and relaxation with new product combine 
the design, stabiliy, ease and efficiency.

DONG YEON BOAT

Corporation Products

Tel : +82-51-831-2266
www.grp.co.kr

KWANGDONG is enlarging business scale from the local ship-
building to the international market on the base of our experiences 
of 29 wears. From the small size composite production to the ship-
building in GRP, KWANGDONG FRP become one of the Korean 
leaders in the composite construction.

Sail 
Catamaran 
VERIA 55FT 

Yacht

- Model: Sail Catamaran with the latest trend
- Propulsion system design for Korean marine enivironment
- Effective and powerful two 150-HP engines ensure timely sailing
- Seminar boards, beam projector/Karaoke machine / DVD rom/ High 
quality hardwood interior/ high quality, neat finishing with quality
materials and detailed techniques.

KWANG DONG FRP 
Industrial

Tel : +82-55-237-3700
www.dscast.co.kr

During 31 years, we are DONGSAN TECH manufactuuring aluminium 
casting especially for heavy electrical industry, that is , aluminium 
tank and conductor which was done operated by SF6 gas, wich meas 
all of parts never allowed pin hole even micron size to cauase spark 
inside aluminium conductor and tank. Eventually, based on these 
kind of technologies, we started to device aluminium mold and 7 
kinds of propeller to launch for this exhibition. Please visit us to 
enjoy as below
- Boat sticker free if you write boat HP, and formal DIA, pitch
- Discount for new product on the spot

1)Process : We are devicing MDH low pressure by using magnetic pulse to 
reach grain size under 45 micro to get sturboun aluminium against crak.
2)Colour : White and black, red, silver metal
3)Selling size (HP X DIA X P)
Y30, 9 7/8 X 10 1/2 //Y85, 13 X 19 // Y150, 13 1/2 X 23 // 15 HP 9.25 X 10 // 
60HP 13.2 X 10 // M8 9 X 10.5 // M40 10 3/8 X 13DONGSAN TECH 

CO., LTD

Tel : +82-2-554-8506
www.inpellux.co.kr

A.Y COMPANY - Global leading company
A.Y Company is foreign invested company, targeting to leap up 3 
major purposes as performance / action / work & life for outdoor 
wears and is leading new trend in outdoor fashion buisiness. A.Y 
is providing excellent active wears for mountaineering, trekking, 
hiking, camping, biking, surfing, climbing, snowboarding as well as 
life style wears. With world's 2nd ranked technology, A.Y is exploring 
world market under the proud of 'Made in Korea'.

Outdoor/
Fishing jacket, 

pants, bag, 

Contamporary Performance Wear& Gear
Wind/waterproof clothes and bags, accessories

AY Company

Tel : +82-070-4667-3126
www.koreaturbine.com

Koreaturbine was founded in 1995 as Marine Automation Service. 
We have been devoted to the development of marine propulsion 
equipment industry in Korea since 1995. We got a patent on the new 
concept of propulsion power source, 6 m class solar boats and we 
got approved from other international authentication that made us 
proud to sell our products to customers.

Our Korea Turbine’s environmentally-friendly boats are designed, 
manufactured and sold right at our company. Our first environmentally-
friendly E-Maran solar boat is developed through a new concept of 100% 
solar powered boat which requires zero fuel, which produces zero emission 
of harmful gases that is the primary cause of global warming. This 
beautiful boat is 6 meter long in size.

KOREATURBINE 
CO.,LTD

Tel : +82-2-3446-1458
www.penguinol.com

For Your New Experience— PENGUIN is a compact semi-submarine 
for underwater sightseeing.
Penguin Ocean Leisure hopes anyone can try marine activities. We 
manufacture, sales and operate PENGUIN which became one of the 
most popular attraction at 5-star resorts in the Maldives.

Discover the Miracle of the Ocean with PENGUIN!
PENGUIN is a semi-submarine for leisure & party and it offers tourists 
underwater rides without any equipment. PENGUIN would share the 
plesure with everyone regardless of age, health condition 
and swimming skill.Penguin

Ocean Leisure

Tel : +82-51-746-1644
www.tmarine.co.kr

Triton Marine is the marine leisure industry specialist who founded 
the gathered young talents from Korea Maritime University. Despite 
the sea on three sides of the country are being Korea marine leisure 
culture is still in its infancy. Disorders of the marine leisure industry, 
the secondary screen, and bubble break and will do a thorough 
market-leading companies that have advanced type marine leisure 
industry and culture. Our marine leisure equipment (yachts, boats) 
sales revenue, maintenance & repair (professional management), 
as well as domestic underway include the localization of the field 
of marine goods nonexistent domestic consumption and excellent 
performance and resonable price, as well as ahead of the oversea 
You. Other marine leisure business, the charter (Charter) business, 
marine leisure equipment financing (Capital), marina development, 
equipment leasing and operational items in the first half marine 
leisure industry. We will do our best to be a company that can meet 
all customer's high-quality marine leisure life.

Boat, yacht, 
charter 
service, 
marina, 

marine leisure 
consulting, 

interior 
design, boat 

maintenance, 
specialized 
company

Triton Marine Mooring Snubber, Triton Marine Automatic Bilge Pump 
Controller, SUPERinc Marine wear

TRITON MARINE

Tel : +82-33-534-0581
www.hn-marine.com

Hannam Total Marine has lots experiences and technical skills of 
the Fun-Boat production for 30 years since 1983, and continuously 
develope the new boats and cost saving productions. We have the 
only patented Technology for the clear boat & canoe in Korea, and 
efforts on the of the applying Environment-friendly new materials. 
Nowaday, we plans to make bigger size Fun-Boats in the future. 
In forth, we will design and will make new Fun-Boats for peoples 
joy and will search for new safe materials to prepare 21 century. 
Thanks. Lee Jun Gu, president.

Normal canoes and boats are made by FPR or polyethylene which has 
semitransparency and are used for ocean tour. But, the tourist feels 
boredness during the canoeing. So, we made the clear canoes and boats 
to solve this problem. The clear canoe is not made by FRP or polyethylene 
which is used for normal canoes and boats, but is made by transparent 
material, polycarbonate. Therefore, you can see underwater world through 
the whole hull body. The clear boats and canoes are excellent and rare 
products in the world, because you can enjoy the ocean and the underwater 
tour at once. Also, the FRP canoe is made by laminating method and the 
polyethylene canoe is made by rotary forming method. But, the clear canoe 
is made by vacuum forming method. This method overcomes the demerits 
of FRP laminating or rotary forming method. FRP laminating method is 
not suitable for mass production process and rotary forming method needs 
high priced mold. Our company uses low priced FRP mold and vacuum 
forming machine to build mass production system for the clear canoes and 
boats. Therefore, our company increases product and price competitiveness 
in overseas canoes and boats markets.

HANNAM TOTAL 
MARINE

Tel : +82-070-7542-7430~3
www.tornd.com

T·O R&D Labs. is the first sports equipment, Marine equipment 
a specialized design firm in Korea. Our many experiences are 
able to do especial safe sports equipment, planning, design 
consulting & Pilot model making service area. We do also have own 
brand(Black-T) and do focus on marine leisure equipments design 
for populace.

Marine-B

Marine-B is user sensitivity-oriented marine sports equipment, whose 
neoprene cover is eco-friendly and harmless to humans. In addition, it is 
convenient to carry, keep, and wash. Also, inside core and skins can easily 
be replaced according to the user's taste. Depending on the user's choice, 
it can be used as a simple water ride in the swimming pool or in the river.
(Total weight-1.2kg)T·O R&D Labs




